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Civilizations are a harmonization not clashes 

Pro.dr./Salem Noury 

Abstract; 

The pensive of each civilization that lived on the face of earth can find that it’s 
never different from the concept of coexistence, harmony, progress, development 
and sweetness. Coexistence for itself and for the others. Whatever happened at the 
periods of wars and struggles like the crusades, first and second world war, are 
nothing but destroying the civilization for man ego and his injustice. We can only 
call those periods by inequity of the other. Civilization showed the side of 
elegance for such a long time, but when clashes with neighbors took place and 
power, ego and strength appeared, other civilization uplifted. Islam came with the 
concept of coexistence was so clear, where our prophet ordered that Muslims live 
beside the Jewish at Al-Madina and he put conditions that are good for humanity, 
for each one to recognize his rights, so they can live in peace, safety and security, 
if each one stuck to his own rights without exciting the others. If man meditates 
his life, he will find it between attraction and pulling, agreement and indifference, 
but all that don’t bring wars or clashes among humans, cause if man fights for 
himself, he ruins his life and the life of others. Quran explains the harmonization 
not the indifference or clashes in what Allah told us” we created you as nations 
and tribes to get to know each other “. That harmony and coexistence don’t come 
with hate and disagreement. If human civilization was different, the Arab wouldn’t 
have lived in the west, no nation was able to exist alone and isolates it’s people 
from the others, but everyone need the other and from here people coexist in a 
civilized life based on agreeing together on what’s important. 
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